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ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Gregory Rohlf, University Marshal
Deans, Students and Faculties of the University 
(In Order of School’s Founding)
Rena Fraden 
College of the Pacific — 1851
Mary M. Somerville 
Library — 1851
Daniel Ebbers, Interim 
Conservatory of Music — 1878
Nader A. Nadershahi, Interim 
Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry — 1896
Francis J. Mootz III 
Pacific McGeorge School of Law — 1924
Linda Webster, Interim 
Gladys L. Benerd School of Education — 1924
Phillip R. Oppenheimer 
Thomas J. Long School of  
Pharmacy and Health Sciences — 1955
James A. Uchizono, Interim 
Research and Graduate Studies — 1956
Steven K. Howell 
School of Engineering and Computer Science — 1958
Lewis R. Gale 
Eberhardt School of Business — 1977
William E. Herrin, Director 
School of International Studies — 1987
Rhonda M. Bryant 
Dean of Students
Emeriti Faculty
University Distinguished Faculty Award Recipient 
Courtney Lehmann 
Professor of English 
The Tully Knoles Professor of the Humanities  
Director of Humanities Scholars Program 
College of the Pacific
Elizabeth Griego Outstanding  
Student Leader Award Recipient 
Laurel Glyn Klafehn ’16 SIS
Academic Officers
Berit P. Gundersen 
Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs
Cyd K. Jenefsky 
Vice Provost for Strategy and Educational Effectiveness
Vernon C. Smith 
Vice Provost for Distributed Learning
J. Michael Thompson 
Vice Provost for Enrollment Management
James A. Uchizono 
Associate Provost for Research
Carrie J. Darnall 
Assistant Provost for Resource Management
Christopher D. Goff 
Assistant Provost for Diversity
Lou J. Matz 
Assistant Provost for Student Academic Support and Retention
Members of the Presidential Party
Davin Kaing ’16 ENG, Student Commencement Speaker
Jennifer (Banks) Svihus ’87 COP, President, Pacific Alumni Association
Laura A. Steed, Assistant Multifaith Chaplain
Mary Lou Lackey, Vice President  
and Secretary to the Board of Regents
Arthur M. Sprecher, Vice President for Technology 
and Chief Information Officer
G. Burnham Atterbury, Vice President for Development 
and Alumni Relations
Patrick K. Day, Vice President for Student Life
Kenneth M. Mullen, Vice President for Business and Finance
Maria G. Pallavicini, Provost
Members of the Board of Regents
Kathleen Lagorio Janssen, Chair, Board of Regents
Douglass M. Eberhardt ’59 BUS, Honorary Degree Recipient
Kate Moses ’84 COP, Honorary Degree Recipient
Pamela A. Eibeck, President
Rahim Khoie, Chair, Academic Council, Mace Bearer
Memorial Rose Walk—Class of 1966
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PROGRAM
President Pamela A. Eibeck, Presiding
Prelude   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Pacific Concert Band 
Eric W. Hammer 
Conductor, Professor
Lauren Gibson ’17 MUS 
Graduate Assistant Conductor
Announcer .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Gary L. Armagnac 
Associate Professor
College/Schools Processional    .  .  .  .  . Pacific Concert Band
Platform Party Processional  .   .   .   .   .   . Pacific Concert Band
Memorial Rose Walk  
Class of 1966 led by  
Half Century Club Leaders .  .  .Robert W. McConnell ’50, ’63 COP
Shirley (Awe) McConnell ’50 COP
Invocation  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Laura A. Steed 
Assistant Multifaith Chaplain
National Anthem   .   .   .   .   . Sydney Frizzell Gorham ’16 MUS
“The Star-Spangled Banner” 
Francis Scott Key (1779–1843)
Welcome   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Pamela A. Eibeck 
President
Introductions    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   Maria G. Pallavicini
Provost
Elizabeth Griego  
Outstanding Student Leader Award  .  .  .  .  . Patrick K. Day
Vice President, Student Life 
Introduction of  
Student Commencement Speaker .  .  .  .   Vice President Day
Student Commencement Address  .  .  .  .Davin Kaing ’16 ENG
Conferring of the  
Distinguished Faculty Award   .   .   .   .   .   .    President Eibeck
Kathleen Lagorio Janssen 
Chair, Board of Regents
Conferring of the Honorary Degrees.  .  .  .   President Eibeck
Regent Janssen 
Commencement Address   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Kate Moses ’84 COP
Musical Selection   .   .   .   .   .   .  Brubeck Institute Jazz Quintet
“Nomad” 
Dave Brubeck ’42 MUS (1920–2012)
Conferring of Degrees   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .    President Eibeck
Alumni Induction .  .  .  .  .   Jennifer (Banks) Svihus ’87 COP
President, Pacific Alumni Association
Closing Comments   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   President Eibeck
ASuop Video Tribute to the Class of 2016
Benediction   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Assistant Chaplain Steed
Pacific’s Alma Mater  .  .  .  .  .   Annela Laun Flores ’16 MUS
Genessee Marie Flynn ’16 MUS
Pacific Singers 
Jenny Wong 
Choral Director, 
Visiting Instructor
“Pacific Hail!” 
Lois Warner Winston ’23 COP, ’58 EDU  
arr. Edward Cetto
Recessional    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .    Pacific Concert Band
Platform Party, Graduates and Faculty will recess.
Complimentary snacks are available at the hospitality tents  
on the Alex G. Spanos Center East Plaza.
Graduates participating in the 1 pm Diploma and Hooding 
Ceremonies, please proceed directly to your ceremony location. 
Locations and times of all Diploma and Hooding Ceremonies 
are indicated on the campus map on the inside back cover.
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HONORARY DEGREE
Douglass M. Eberhardt ’59 BUS
Doctor of Business Administration, honoris causa
Douglass M. Eberhardt ’59 is Chairman and CEO of Bank of  
Stockton. His banking career has spanned more than fifty-seven 
years, including service as Bank of Stockton’s Executive Vice 
President, Chief Financial Officer, President, Chief Executive 
Officer and Chairman.
Bank of Stockton, founded in 1867, is one of the nation’s leading  
independent community banks and the largest community 
bank in San Joaquin County. The oldest bank in the state of 
California still operating under its original charter, it is known 
for its tradition of strength, quality products, superior customer 
service and technological innovation. Pacific owes its location 
in Stockton in part to the bank, which played a major role in 
bringing the University to Stockton in 1924.
Mr. Eberhardt graduated from University of the Pacific in 1959  
with a major in Business Administration and a minor in Economics. 
He and his family have had a tremendous impact on the University. 
A member of the Board of Regents for twelve years, Mr. Eberhardt 
is the third member of the Eberhardt family to serve on the 
Board, representing one of the longest legacies for one family in 
Pacific’s history. Adding to that legacy are nine Pacific alumni 
across three Eberhardt generations. In the late 1990s, the School of 
Business and Public Administration was renamed the Eberhardt 
School of Business in recognition of the Eberhardt family’s 
legacy of leadership, friendship and giving to the University. 
Other examples of the Eberhardt family’s leadership and deep 
commitment to Pacific include the Eberhardt Teacher-Scholar 
Award, given for exemplary teaching and scholarship, as well 
as substantial time and expertise generously devoted to various 
committees, functions and campaigns at the University. In 2014,  
the family received the Alumni Association Outstanding Family 
Distinguished Alumni Award. 
In addition to giving many years of wise leadership as a Regent, 
Mr. Eberhardt is also a devoted advocate for experiential learning 
opportunities for students, including providing the start-up 
funds for the innovative Student Investment Fund (SIF) in the 
Eberhardt School of Business. The SIF routinely outperforms 
Wall Street indicators and is one of the largest student-run funds 
in the western United States. Mr. Eberhardt and his wife, Margie, 
are prominent philanthropists, and were inaugural members of the  
University’s 1851 Society honoring Pacific’s most generous friends.
Mr. Eberhardt has supported innumerable non-profit organizations  
throughout his tenure at the Bank of Stockton. In 2005, he was  
honored by Goodwill Industries of San Joaquin County with 
the Goodwill Helping Hands Award for his community 
philanthropy. In 2007, he was named Stocktonian of the Year 
by the Central Valley Association of Realtors and the Stockton 
Chamber of Commerce for his numerous charitable endeavors. 
His most recent professional recognition came in April 2016 
when he was named the 2016 Community Banker of the Year 
by the Western Independent Bankers.  
Doug and Margie have two children, both Pacific graduates, 
and three grandchildren.
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HONORARY DEGREE
Kate Moses ’84 COP
Commencement Speaker 
Doctor of Fine Arts, honoris causa
Acclaimed author Kate Moses ’84, seventh-generation native 
of San Francisco, graduated in 1984 with honors from College 
of the Pacific. She majored in English with concentrations in 
women’s studies and art history. In 2010, she was inducted as an 
alumna into the Pacific chapter of the Phi Beta Kappa Society.
As a senior undergraduate, Moses was hired as a teaching assistant 
by the chair of the English department, the late Professor Arlen 
Hansen, to teach introductory courses in poetry and American 
literature. After graduation Moses became an editor of fiction, 
poetry and nonfiction at Berkeley’s legendary North Point Press, 
where she worked with notable authors including Kay Boyle,  
M. F. K. Fisher, Evan S. Connell Jr., Carole Maso and James Salter.
She was promoted five times in four years, rising in the ranks to 
become North Point’s senior acquisitions editor. In 1991 Moses 
was named the literary director of Intersection for the Arts, 
San Francisco’s oldest literary arts center, where she organized 
a reading and residency series featuring writers including Denis 
Johnson, Walter Mosley, Andrei Codrescu, Elena Poniatowska 
and Patricia Smith.
As a founding senior editor and contributing writer for the 
groundbreaking website Salon.com from 1997–2001, Moses 
coedited the popular, pioneering daily feature “Mothers Who Think” 
and worked with writers including Jayne Anne Phillips, Lydia 
Davis, Chitra Divakaruni, Joanna Scott, Peter Matthiessen, 
Susan Straight, Janet Fitch, Ana Castillo and Mariane Pearl. 
Her own writing for Salon garnered “Best of the Web” citations 
from Brill’s Content for three consecutive years, and two of her Salon 
cover stories were cited as “Best Stories of the Year” by the website.
Her internationally acclaimed book, “Wintering: A Novel of 
Sylvia Plath,” has been published in 15 languages and earned 
her the 2003 Janet Heidinger Kafka Prize for fiction by an 
American woman and 2005 Prix des Lectrices de Elle for best 
first novel published in France.
She is also the author of “Cakewalk, a Memoir,” chosen by NPR 
as one of their favorite memoirs of the year and a finalist for the 
Northern California Book Award for Creative Nonfiction.
Moses is coeditor of two bestselling anthologies of essays on 
motherhood: the American Book Award-winning “Mothers Who 
Think: Tales of Real-Life Parenthood” and “Because I Said So: 33 
Mothers Write About Children, Sex, Men, Aging, Faith, Race & 
Themselves,” both anthologies the offspring of the Salon feature.
In 2012 she was awarded a two-year Lannan Literary Fellowship 
in fiction. Among her other awards are fellowships from the 
Djerassi Foundation, the MacDowell Colony, the Lilly Library 
at Indiana University, and selection by Barnes & Noble for their 
“Discover Great New Writers” program. She was an Affiliate 
Artist at Headlands Center for the Arts, 1995–1997.
Moses received an MFA in creative writing from San Francisco 
State University, where she received the Distinguished Achievement 
Award for Academic Excellence for the College of Liberal & 
Creative Arts.
She has been a visiting writer at numerous colleges and universities 
and is now an assistant professor in the Writing Arts Program, 
Department of English, at the State University of New York 
Plattsburgh, where she teaches creative writing and literature 
and serves as the coeditor of the university’s literary journal, 
Saranac Review. She lives in Essex, New York.
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UNIVERSITY AWARDS
University Distinguished Faculty Award Recipient
Courtney Lehmann 
Professor of English 
The Tully Knoles Professor of the Humanities  
Director of Humanities Scholars Program 
College of the Pacific
Eberhardt Teacher/Scholar Award Recipients
Bálint Sztáray 
Associate Professor of Chemistry 
College of the Pacific
Luke S. Lee 
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering 
School of Engineering and Computer Science
Arturo Giraldez 
Professor of Modern Language and Literature 
College of the Pacific
Mark P. Walberg 
Associate Professor of Pharmacy Practice 
Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
University Scholar/Teacher of the Year Award — 
General Board of Higher Education and Ministry 
of The United Methodist Church
Tanya Storch 
Professor of Religious and Classical Studies 
College of the Pacific
2016 Faith Davies  
All-University Leadership Awards
Elizabeth Griego Outstanding Student Leader Award
Laurel Glyn Klafehn 
School of International Studies
Jesse Marks Co-Curricular Award
Kiran Kaur Mazloom  
College of the Pacific
Student Organization of the Year Award
Pacific American Student Dental Association
Dochterman Outstanding Junior Scholarship
Delia Davila 
School of Engineering and Computer Science
Dochterman Outstanding Junior Award
Jawad Ehsanyar 
Eberhardt School of Business
Anderson Y Community Service Award
Community Involvement Program  
Student Association
Pacific Fund Philanthropy Award
Student Community Outreach  
for Public Education Program
Pacific Tiger Award
Muslim Student Association
Podesto Award for Excellence  
in Student Life, Mentoring and Counseling
Allison Dumas 
Director, Community Involvement Program
Marshea Pratt
Assistant Director, Alumni Relations
Karen DeRosa Outstanding Graduate Student Leader Award
Christopher Cheng Chuan Yang 
Gladys L. Benerd School of Education
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Vania Chan**
Chun Hui Kevin Chang
Grace Yeeun Chang
Michelle H. Chang
Kyle Jason Chaw**
Vivian Maggie Chen
Alisha Wen-Ning Cheng
Heidi Haipei Cheng
Sung Hun (Randy) Cho**
Yong Il Cho**
Andrew Jinsoo Choi*
Jung In Choi
Byron Kuo Min Chou
Daniel Chung
Do Young Chung
Karen Chung**
Kevin Chung
Ya-Lun Chung
Michelle Comroe***
Daniel D. Dam
Carlos Armando Delgado**
Ashneet Dhillon
Vincent Alexander Dimassa
Vincent Dinh
Shanise Djuhari
Robert Huy Do*
Teralyn Dodds**
Theodore Edward Dodson
Rubeenah Eismati
Sruti Elson
Ricardo Estrada Jr.*
Dustin Vincent Fabucci
Cassandra Renae Farnsworth
Lauren Elizabeth Farrell
Danish Farzad
Grant Russell Fong*
Messina Leanne Fotinos
Eric Bryan Fu
Angelina Garcia
Kelly Nicole George
Craig Anthony Goble
Caitlin Ha**
Melanie Habib
Heather Grace Hamaguchi
Sambo Aaron Hang
Ashna Rahman Haque
Ashley Henkes
Kai Her
Jesse Herche***
Brett Andrew Hinton
John Matthew Hitzfield*
Edwin Hormozi Borashan**
Alice Yvonne Huang*
Kristie Michelle Huie*
Wesley Ryan Hung
Morgan Elizabeth Hurley
Louis Keyamo Johnson
Nahid Kadirzada*
Backhabwha Kim*
Alex Chaerim Kim
Edward B. Kim
Meagan Kim
Rachelle Kim
Ashely Sae Won Kim
Minjin Ko
Ashley Koh*
Mitchell Tatsuya Kozono
Isabel Kuo
Isabel Kwon
Nicole Alexandra Laskosky**
Grace Madeline Laughlin
Charlene Joy Lava
Betty S. Lee*
Kunsun Lee
Dean Thomas Leonard
Charles Jourdan Li
Ether Lin
Andy Liu***
Christopher Macasaet*
Emily F. Marien
Shameela Khan Maskeen
Ashkon Masrourrod
Kiran Kaur Mazloom**
Kiran Kaur Mazloom**§
Audrey Min
Yukyung Moon*
Zachary Joseph Mormann
Yer Moua
Alan Robert Nader
Sean Hitoshi Nakada
Gabrielle Jade Ng
Khoa D. Nguyen
Christopher Niu**
Denise Ochoa
Tiffany On
Melissa Padriezas
Chan Hee Park
Gene Lee Park
Jun sang Park*
William Keuntae Park
Anishkumar Ajay Patel
Keya Patel
Sheel Patel
Zachary James Paxton
Julia Kai-Chin Peng**
Amy Ramiya
Amun Rattan
Jessica Marie Robinson
Bianca Rojo
Jose U. Sandoval
Christina Lynn Scutti
Hena Seo
Shaun Shah
Muhammad Usama Shauib
Julian Shen*
Kevan Singh Shergill
Jocelyn Janel Shilue
Timothy Shumate
Sara Shushtarian
Ardeep Singh
Jonathan Sir
Dakota Smith*
Amanda Spickenreuther**
Jimmy Suliman***
Alec Tai
Kaitlin Tanel
Alison Michelle Telles*
Mason Y. Tian*
Lily Yun Tieu*
Garrett Alan Toy
Mary Jane Tran
Alston Shian Trinh***
Yu-Fang Tsai
University College
Bachelor of Science
Jimshed Raza Akhtar*
Patrice Burke Hall*
Brian M. Estes**
Michelle N. Faul*
Sraineth Hang Flores**
Alethea E. Frazier**
Ashlee Anne Frazier**
Dolores Michelle  
Gaitan-Alvarez*
Sean P. Kyes*
Eli Frank Mall
Austin James Ogan
Luis Reyes**
Deborah Thrasher***
Monique McLorin White***
College of the Pacific
Bachelor of Science
Stuart Adam**
Jeong Yun Ahn*
Hasan AlKazemi
Kyle Matthew  
Gosiengfiao Alipio
Renz Anthony Tan Antonio***
Alexis Layne Arenz
Arvind Sunder  
Arul Nambi Rajan**
Sarah Baik
Divleen Bains*
Xiaoshan Bao***
Marcos Beltran-Sanchez
Megan Bomar
West James Bowler
Ashley Opal Butts*
Courtney Elizabeth Bye**
Kyle Lamorena Capuli**
Margaret Mary Castillo
*Cum laude    **Magna cum laude    ***Summa cum laude 
The list of names as it appears in this program includes actual and potential graduates 
for the 2015–2016 academic year. The above “graduation with honors” distinctions are 
contingent upon final grade point average calculations at the completion of all relevant 
degree requirements. The official list of graduates and honors awarded for each graduation 
date of the 2015–2016 year is maintained by the University Registrar.
CLASS OF 2016
§ second Bachelor of Science degree
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Celja Jae Uebel*
Jennifer Namiko Uehara
Nathaniel Andrew Van Ryn
Sem Adriaan Verbeek***
Emily Phuong-Uyen Vu
Brittany Watu
Austin James Weatherholt**
Austin Santos Whitmore
Kimberly Whitson**
Erik Powell Wictor
Aaron Clay Williams
Alan Edward Williams*
Nicholas D. Williamson
Brian Woo
Lindsay Anne Wourms
Yun-Hsuan Wu
Yi Lun Yao
Eleen Yeh**
Nicole Antoinette Zapotoczny
Chenhao Zhou
Bachelor of Arts
Elias Adame
Kathryn Renée Adkins
Joel Aguilar
Angelica Maria Aguilera
Aroosa Bashir Ahmed***
Stephanie Cristina Albor Avila**
Sierra Nicole Alvarez
Dalaney James Anderson
Sara Jane Anderson***
Gabrielle Barela
Olivia Justine Duley Birdwell
Joshua A. Blythe
Joyce-lynn Bonocan
Nicki Eileen Bonura**
Amber Bowen
Thoren Bradley
Stephanie Braithwaite***
Nicholas Nims Branson
Matthew Jensen Brewer***
Emilia Briceño Lopez
Chris Cannon*
Erika Diane Brindopke*
Taylor Brink
Matthew Brooks
Miah Brouhard
Donna Jo Brown
Jonathan Wesley Bruce
Shelley Maurine Buford
Diana Caldera
Victoria Marleau Campbell
David Gabriel Carranza*
Hannah Carter
Julio Cervantes
Gitaine Christine Chaisson**
Ernest Chan
Lois Loyee Chan**
Tiffany Ann Sinor Charpentier
Heidi Haipei Cheng
Cabral Chhuop
Anastasia Patrice Chilimidos
Katie Yeri Choi
Ray Cleverly*
Patrick George  
Marshall Condon
Katharine Milinda Cook
Holland Crenshaw
Ling Yin Dang
Chloé Camille Darsch
LeRoi de-Souza
Kavita Crystal Dhillon
Dakota Lynn Dickey
Tori N. Duong
Sara Ann Dutton
Hailie Genevieve Eackles
Alex Craig Edfort
Zoe Eldridge
Mary A. Enriquez
Mark William Feaver
Mia Feiner**
Helena Eighmee Ferrill**
Christian Foss
Alea Nicole Freeman**
Kalei Gallarde
Wilfrido Garcia
Jessica Rose George
Stanley “Gonzo” Gonzales
Sierra Marie Gonzalez
James Edward Gosano
Emily Anne Gove
Jasmine Granados*
Jenna Graves
Crystal Wang Gu
Jessica Denisse Guerra
Kelsey René Gulledge
Derek S. Gunther
Jessie Marie Hammett*
Matthew Hannas
Latoya Harris*
Evan Daniel Haynes**
Aaron Michael Hendricks
Vanessa Lizette Hernandez
Andrea Iliana  
Herrera Quintanilla
Randall Scott Hines
Lisha H. Hira
Colin Vernon Humber
Alexandra Marie Hunefeld
Noreen Javed
Sheri Jean
Jacob M. Jenkins
Jesus Jimenez**
Jacqualine Tia Johnson*
Nicole Leann Johnson
Andrew Jones
Drew Elizabeth Jones
Malia Kiyoko Kanae
Adam Matthew Kantor
Jaismin Kaur**
Sarah Ann Kellner*
Erin Christine Kelly
Anna Kertes
Swaja Khanna
Eugene Thomas Kilbride
Mia L. Knipper*
Jennifer Marta Kuan
Flannery Wren LaGrave
Jordan Michele Lamb
Elizabeth Avalos Landa*
Logan Michael Lazaro
Jong In Paul Lee
Nicholas Xavier Lenard
Nick Longmire
Antonio Lopez
Wenhao Luo
Jimmy Luong
Kolleen Olivia Machado
Tryshna Kerehn  
La Roque Malonzo
Adriana Nicole Martinez
Angel D. Martinez
Samantha A Martinez
Vanessa Michelle Martinez**
Zuleima Martinez
Megan Elizabeth McVey
Samuel Medina
Robert M. Mees*
Louis Fisk Mejia
Andrew Mark Merenda
Ivan Federico Mier
Oula Miqbel
David Gerardo Molina
Brady Moore
Geena Marie Moreno***
Sara Ann Morley
Robert George Mosqueda
Lauren Yoshiko Nakaso
Meghan Rose Nee
Jenny Trang Nguyen
Amanda Novotny
Ivy Cheyenne Olsen
Emily Olson***
Osagie Henry Omoruyi
Troy Jeffrey Ota
Phary Oum
Priscila Natalie  
Palacios Gonzalez*
Louis Pantoja**
Catherine Marie Perez**
Emilia Mendez Perez
Andrew Marc Powell
Haley Michiko Preston
Freda Pu
Janise Qin
Mathew Robert Quackenbush
Reed Cameron Alt Ramsey
Elizabeth Marie Rapoza*
Marco Antonio Rojas
Jessica Marin Rosales
Josannah Phoebe Rosario
Christopher Runnels
Edna Han Rush
Aurora Del Rocio Sanchez
Katarina Renee Schulz***
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Amy M. Semler
Kyrillos Shahid
Gregorio Shin
Kyle Soomin Shin**
Monica Hope Shoneff
Sheldon Simas
Vanessa Quetzal  
Simental Espinoza
Jessie John Sisavat
Gracianna Kelly Smith*
Rachel Rajala Soares
Cheyenne M. Somers
Luis Sosa
Alfred E. Spina Jr.
Katherine Swanson*
Jodi Joyce Tai**
Eric Garcia Thompson Jr.
Kristin Threw
Cheiko Geordé Thurman
Sarah Denyse Toro
Lawrence Thanh Tran
Jazmin Kassandra Trevino
Cecilia Tribuzio
Calvin Trousdale
Khoa Le Anh Truong
Wenona Truong
Ariel Yat Ming Tsang**
Nicholas Mark Turkatte
Sarah Lynn Unger*
Nikita Noelle Van Kralingen
Christine Emma Mae Viney***
Jade Vo***
Joshua Jay Wagner
Chieh Wang
Lee Dolton Ward
Judd Daniel Wendland
Elise Daniele Whittall
Keenan Whyte
Laura Alicia Wilcox
Allison Paige Williford***
Melissa Willis
Jacquelyn Withrow
Amy Aiko Wong
John Yakel
Mitchell Youhanna
Ashley Ka-kee Yum**
Sarah Courtney Yung***
Aria Zapata
Francesca Zaragoza
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Margaret Scott Brunet
Jana Burkard**
Jordan Exum Capper
Oscar Chow
Katharine Anne DeWitt
Kirsten Doting
Ann Marie Fitzpatrick*
Patrick A. Klunk
Marissa Kathryn Lewis*
Dante Chester Pasquini
Alec Shigeta
Kristina Michelle Tom
Master of Arts
Mostafa Ayman Aniss
Melissa Cristal Barriga
Michael J. Becker
Haylee Ann Bettencourt
Megan Birch
Tariq Allen Bruno
Brittainy Chown
Amir Ali Cruz-Khalili
Nicholas Diaz
Mark Thomas DiMercurio
Casey Jaymes Fleming
Molly Elizabeth Hankla
Joshua Carlisle Harzman
Spencer Kyle Humphrey
Ingunn Kristjansdottir
Benjamin William Mann
Supreet Mann
Ashley Dawn Mitchell
Sheena Nadeau
Cory James Popham
Chad Reed
Albert J. Santa Cruz
Merritt James Schenk
Leah Elizabeth Ward
Master of Science
Zachary Daniel Buen
Sabreen Chahal
Eva Choi
Robert de Moya
Chrissa Michelle  
Mozaffari Easter
Ryan Matthew Hekman
Behzad Khayatan
Rajneet Padda
Louis A Prusa
Justine Nicole Tang
Tiffany Doan Tran
Guneet Virk
Caroline Williams
Kyle Edward Young
Conservatory of Music
Bachelor of Arts
Sarah Elisabeth  
Charlotte Antonsson**
Chad David Deacon
Adam Joseph Green
Madeline Anne Kellogg
Kevin McCarthy-Anderson
Zoie Marie Oberg*
Yvette Quintana
Cecilia Ann Salinas***
Amanda Sue Tonkin
Bachelor of Music
Robert Joseph Bassett**
Kipp Cameron Brewer
Amanda Rae Cariati
Alicia Meiping Chu
Andrew James Clark*
Makena Christine Clark*
Lucas Taylor Colbert
Kimberly Contreras
János Preston Csontos***
Brandon Everett Dill
Corinne Elizabeth Edom
Richard Alexander Fiallos
Alec Kendall Flatness*
Annela Laun Flores*
Genessee Marie Flynn
Sydney Frizzell Gorham*
Sarah Marie Haile*
Jesse Herche***
Sarah Bernadette Jordan**
Cathy Sury Khoonsrivong
Danika Gabriel Klebe***
Katherine Marlene Kurek
Riley Ryan Icarus Lindsey
Brandon Vincent Marino
Madelaine April  
Thomas Matej***
Melissa Mei-Mei McGlumphy
Bethany Ann Miller
Michelle Millier
Jeff Peterson
Justin S. Pratt**
Mark Elefterios Sarris
Bryndis Schram Reed
Karen Hsu Tom
Christian David Tudino***
Gina Funes Vitanza
Shirley Yue Wang
Erin Taylor Wells
Joanne Wong*
Master of Arts
Ruth Alexandra Macgregor
Emily Irene Messick
Maya Zebley
Master of Music
Celia Chantal Boutiette
Rebecca Jane Fitch
Scott Thomas McColl
Arthur A. Dugoni 
School of Dentistry
Bachelor of Science  
in Dental Hygiene
Christine Amistad
Whitney Chamberlain
Tram Chau
Katherine Cheng
Kristen DeAraujo
Michelle Estabaya
Beverly Fung
Erika Garcia
Note: Honors designations for students in Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry were 
not available at the time of printing.
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Min Hu
Momia Javed
Kiran Khan
Mira Khodor
Alicia Maharaj
Vanessa Montano
Jennifer Okwuosa
Malvika Patel
Jaswant Singh
Kassandra Spurgeon
Soheil Vazehrad
Doctor of Dental Surgery 
Samantha R. Aguirre
Sarah E. Aguirre
Noushafarin Alaie
Seung Hwan An
Aaron Y. Au
Dana M. Baba
Nelia S. Barkhordar
Brian M. Benyammi
Nevin V. Blahnik
Alina Borchardt
Tyler J. Canales
Nathan J. Carillo
Chue Y. Cha
Latisha S. Chan
Kai-Hsiang Chang
Erica S. Chean
Annie F. Chen
Kevin Chen
Sandy Chen
Ashley B. Cheng
Leesa K. Ching
Matthew C. Christie
Leeann M. Chu
Megan E. Constant
Ryan C. Courtin
Oliver Q. Dam
Phuc B. Duong
Elena M. Ebrahimian
Nicole S. Endo
John P. Evanson
Joshua S. Flavin
Austin C. French
Trevor M. Fujinaka
Diana K. Furukawa
Nisa Goshtasbi
Julissa M. Guerra Percolla
Seung Wan T. Ha
Christopher S. Hagen
Sean B. Ham
Jesse Han
Steve Han
Shulamit S. Harkavy
Dallin N. Harris
Alexis Hernandez
Juan A. Herrera
Christine K. Ho
Daniel S. Hoffman
Behnam Hokmabadi
Weston R. Hollis
Ghazaleh Hosseini
Minyi Hsiao
Johanna Hsieh
Hye Yeon Huh
Samir S. Kamrani
Hobin Kang
Patrick Kang
Cherilyn J. Kasperian
Rubina Khorana
Nina Khoshnevisrad
Altan Kihm
Eugene Y. Kim
Kwang Hyo Kim
Scarlet N. Kim
Stephen G. Kim
Yeon Ji Kim
Mei Kishiki
Jay C. Ko
Milen Krastav
Jaimie H. Kwon
Grace S. Lan
Daniel R. Larsen
Eris Lasku
Michael J. Lawrence
Deanna S. Lee
Christine A. Lewis
Tex C. Mabalon
Preshus Joy F. Magdangal
Nicole Mahanian
Cristina R. Markiewicz
Joseph A. Meade
Adam M. Miller
Stephen D. Moreno
Nina Moslehi
Nanki J. Natt
Michelle N. Nguyen
Vicky Nguyen
Justin W. Nichols
Sally R. Ok
Jeffrey Okamoto
Jacob S. Otis
Ryan J. Pacheco
Raymond P. Pandez
Dhir Patel
Neal J. Patel
Pratik P. Patel
Priya H. Patel
Rahul A. Patel
Veeraj R. Patel
Thanh D. Patel
Faheem Qazi
Manreet K. Randhawa
Benjamin D. Robinson
Nicole M. Rottjakob
Curtis L. Roundy
Nihad Sehic
Lauren E. Shin
Adam H. Shinkawa
Marisela Sinclair
Sahand S. Soltani
Kevin C. Sun
Jordan M. Swarbrick
Mark C. Takeda
Grace Tang
Alan K. Tanner
Nicholas M. Tapp
Roberto E. Tinoco
Navid A. Torabian
Douglas D. Toy
Elizabeth N. Tran
Rosemary K. Tran
Alvin S. Trinh
Dean C. Trubschenck
Steven D. Truman
Jacqueline O. Uy
Sheynie H. Vo
Alyssa U. Vu
Jun Eon Weaver
Jonathan R. West
Bermen B. Wong
Berton N. Wong
Alex B. Yee
Alex J. Yen
Katherine Yin
Jeongfill Yun
Sascha E. Zandevakili
Doctor of Dental Surgery, 
International Dental 
Studies Program
Francine H. Abad
Daniela Auerbach Jimenez
Daniela Cadavid Velasquez
Hardev S. Dhillon
Emilia L. Dinea-Berci
Amro A. Elkhatieb
Namrita Harchandani
Ilian Hernandez
Saif S. Isaac
Neha Jain
Abhishek Joshi
Azita Kabriri
Sushma M. Kantharaju
Nino Kobakhidze
Jaskiran K. Mann
Abdul Ghani Mohammed
Klara Nazaryan
Amin Samadian
Amir Sanjabi
Ibrahim Sayeed
Sarabjeet Singh
Manjot K. Tathgur
Min Wei
Certificate of Completion, 
Advanced Education  
in General Dentistry 
Sara Anjum
Dalal A. Hasan
Vu H. Le
Cindy Y. Lee
Timothy C. Polumbo
Jyotsna Sundar
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Master of Science  
in Dentistry and Certificate 
of Completion, Orthodontics 
Tarek  Abousheta
Benjamin  Chiou
Ronald L. Chung
Matthew W. Joosse
Lauri J.  Kim
Trevan D.  Samp
Armin  Vahidnia
Shana F.  Vohra
Master of Science in 
Dentistry and Certificate of 
Completion, Endodontology
Paymon Bahrami
Hamid Reza R. Hamid
Jeffrey Kawilarang
Certificate of Completion, 
Advanced Education in Oral 
and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Spencer J. Anderson
Justin D. Bonner
David L. McAninch
Pacific McGeorge  
School of Law
Master of Laws
Brandon L. Abbott
Anthony Abe 
Odion Adun
Alexander Alexandrovich 
Arkhincheev
Emmanuel Asiriuwa 
Michele Conte
Riley Denoon
Almira Duskalieva
Ana Silvia Enriquez Rivera
Herrin Fosmore 
Etchissa TBGM Genesis 
Abdul Waris Hakim Syal
Julius Akiobhiyon Ikhifa
Haydeh Khoshfahm
Timothy C. Kuzelka
Abiola Adeola Obisesan 
Onyebuchi Okeke
Henry Ifeadila Okoro
Eseosa Douglas Osunde
Ruth Lelosa Oyeniyi-Abe
Nori Senouci 
Mark Shaltes
Raymond Brooks Whitehead
Sangzi Zhou
Master of Science in Law 
Patrick David Browning
William J. Ellerbee
Elizabeth Castaneda Felix
Dana Lynn Harper
Linda Heard
Harry Jamin Pursell
Kevin Lloyd Scott
Zachary D. Spurlin
Jamie Joaquin Taylor
Juris Doctor
Casey William Albert 
Cristina V. Alcocer 
Mohammad H. Aljuaan 
Bianca Montemayor Angulo 
Mena M. Arsalai 
Narek Avetisyan 
Meryl N. Balalis 
Kathryne Elizabeth Baldwin 
Anthony F. Barajas 
Kurt D. Bennett 
Danielle B. Birresborn 
Brandon C. Bjerke 
Clifford D. Black 
Elizabeth Branch 
Easton Michael Broome 
Kitty L. Canales 
Jackeline E. Castro 
Matthew C. Chapin 
Jinhyun Choi 
Kayla Keanuenueokalani Cox 
Sean T. Creadick 
Kyle D. Creasey 
Anthony J. Crisostomo 
Andrew S. Crouse 
Patrick Charles Crowl 
Thomas D. Cruz 
Gabrielle W. Cutler 
Raihane Aurelie Dalvi 
Nisha Kumari De Lany
Jacqueline Jane-kaye Danens 
Michelle R. Daniels 
Jordan R. Davis 
Timothy Andrew Davis 
Christine M. Dugger 
Rebecca L. Faljean 
Rohollah S. Fareed 
Sheena J. Farro 
Sarah Janine Fasig 
Patrick I. Ford 
Brooke N. Fries 
Courtney Hoyland Gamez 
Jenifer N. Gee 
Amadeu J. Goncalves 
Chase M. Graves 
Meghan V. Green 
Micah A. Green 
Daniel Griffin 
Stephen James Guichard 
Raja Abdel Hafed 
Jamal Malik Vann Hartenstein 
Catherine M. Hawe 
Hillary Shea Hershenow 
Paul K. Jo
Nolan R. Jones 
Sarah S. Kanbar 
Jared Kapheim
Amanda Caroline Kelly 
Luke David Khoklan
Alexander Michael Lee 
Andrew N. Lewallyn
Erika B. Lewis 
Patrick D. Lewis 
Brenda Liang 
Courtney R. Lim 
Jacqueline M. Logan 
Anna M. Lucido 
Andrea R. Lutge 
Danielle E. Lyons 
Natasha C. Machado 
William C. Maloney 
Jennifer L. Martin 
Courtney L. Masterson
Ryan J. Matthews 
Karly K. McCrory 
James Philip McAllister
Natalie A. McCullough 
Ian K. McGlone
Alexander J. McKay 
Miranda Gyrene Megee 
Jessica N. Melgar 
Rachel K. Miller 
Teal Obenour Miller 
Shoeb Mohammed 
Kristina Maria Mueller 
Gi Jung Nam 
Joseph M. Newton 
Lauren J. Ngo 
Rachael My Nhan 
Keeley L. Nickelson 
Abbi Novotny 
Aaron T. Okazaki 
Jose Alberto Orta 
Crystal R. Ortiz 
Aysha Pal 
Janine Parmar 
Maricar A. Pascual 
Mira V. Patel 
Niralkumar Patel
Jeishminta Riha Pathak 
Nicholas N. Perez 
Nune Piloshyan 
Alisa L. Pinarbasi 
Andrew John Pinasco 
Jenice N. Pratt 
Sara K. Puricelli 
Anna M. Ramirez 
Rahul Ranade 
Ahnna M. Reicks 
Emily L. Reynolds 
Eric Riggs 
Daniel M. Root 
Annette Louise Rose 
Amanda M. Ryan 
Alexander Curtis Sabbadini 
Fay Kouei Saechao 
Andres Enrique Salas 
Nickolas Saldivar 
Diana F. Saunders 
Phillip J. Schlein Note: Honors designations for students in Pacific McGeorge School of Law were not 
available at the time of printing.
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Jennifer E. Schieck 
Nicholas Samuel Seliger
Sun H. Seo 
Hasan B. Shaik 
Jaclyn Maureen Shanahan 
Michael Vinton Shepherd 
Nicole L. Silverman 
Richard Duane Silvestri 
Amit Singh 
Chelsey Ann Smith 
Kimberly A. Van Spronsen 
Samantha J. Tanner 
Navpreet K. Thandi 
Kayla Lynne Thayer 
David C. Towle 
Gregory C. Treat 
James Robert Tringham 
Jennifer Brittney Trotter 
Lauryn K. Tully 
Dao Faa Vang 
Max D. Vargas 
Maurice Velazco 
Keith A. Wade 
Brett H. Wanner 
James W. Ward 
Matthew R. Watanabe 
Stacey Marie Westerlund 
Emily A. Wieser 
Breanna J. Williams 
Megan E. Wingo 
Connor R. Worden 
Jeannette M. Yanchev
Doctor of Juridical Science
Darcie Lynn Port Houck 
Gladys L. Benerd  
School of Education
Bachelor of Arts  
in Liberal Studies
Melanie Nina Aem
Elizabeth Aguiar**
Melody Bates***
Jenna Rose Blevins
Kayla Miranda Borges-Vaz*
Matthew Jensen Brewer***
Jacqueline Grace Caine
Victoria Emperatriz  
Candray De Herrera
Amanda Chia
Leah Nicole Cofer
Brian Crooks
Jennifer deDios-Coile**
Tiffany Jolyne Field***
Lauren Fierro*
Christiana Elizabeth Freiri
Salvamar V. Garcia
Siena Gerbert**
Rebekah Jane Grabow**
Andrea Green**
Sundeep Kaur Kandola**
Ashley Michelle Keeline*
Alec Kobre
Paulina LaBelle
Alexandra Figueroa Lopez**
Danielle Helene Mairose
Marisa Manzo
Taylor Alexandria McAllister
Cinda Moua
Jaikeyma Mukes-Cano
Heather Rose Quiñones
Myra Rodriguez*
Juana Rojas Z.
Shelby Sachi Seabaugh
Matthew Tirapelle
Amanda Corrinne Utterback*
Master of Education
Nicole Dionne Aponte
Kate Christine Ballatore
Amber Jacqueline Blake
Lisa S. Brittan
Amanda D. DeFazio
Kelsey Michele Dibner
Amanda Renee Farthing
Nicole Keefer
Renee Michelle Lenart
Stephani Lynn Respicio
Calistra Robinson
Faith Michelle Romero
Sara Susan Rose
Alina M. Stanciu
David Unter
Master of Arts  
Education
Maria P. Aguilera
Stephanie Alejandre
Michael Alexander
Sara Esmeralda Amaya
Samantha Nicole Ancrile
Lucia Antonio
Vanessa Elizabeth Archuleta
Lenaya Raeanne Arzate
Qing Bai
Jessica Rene Baldwin
Chloe Banks
Angelica Barajas
Adam Bates
Ariel Ann Berlin
Jillian Bissell
Darrin Blackman
Daniel Aaron Blum
Jennifer Botelho
J. Dylan Brock
Tabatha Renee Brogden
Janisa D. Brown
Lexi Byron
Shenjun Cai
Amanda Callahan
Maria Nallely Cambero
Amanda Elizabeth Castaneda
Carlos Castano
Ashley Chapman
Francisco Vidro Chavez
Helen Choi
Christie G. Chu
Khanh Chu
Pierre Deray Clark
Norma Jean Coleman
Danielle Collyer
Ellen Elizabeth Concepcion
Rosaura Soria Contreras
Josephine Carter Corlett
Elizabeth Coronado
Jane Angelo Cronin
Larry M. Davenport
Tanika Tiera Davis
Dana Degen
Jessica De Los Santos
LeAnne Elizabeth Devol
Simrita Dhanjal
Luxia Ding
Anne Kathryn Dinklage
Bradley Neil Direnzi
Glendie Domingo-Lipar
Anna Niles Donnelly
Jenna Marie Dubé
Cheryl Duclo
Julia Duong
Mai-Ly Duong
Joanna Priyadharshini 
Ebenezer
Michael Christopher Eberhard
Devin Eckert
Margaret Errante
Vanessa Arielle Esparza
Laura Farley
Samantha Rose Fertig
Stephanie Jane Fletcher
Zachary Franceschetti
Desmond Gallagher
Rene Peachy Galvez
Ya Gao
Rebecca E. Garcia
Lindsay Gauuan
Avery Gerber
Michelle Giese
Lola Giusti
Talia Goodkin
Julie Ann Gray
Samantha Moreen Greenberg
Franklin E. Griffen
Bennett R. Grissom
Victoria Guzman
Brittany Maren Hall
Jessica Christine Hall
Elizabeth Bernadette Hallissey
Julius Crowe Hampton
Xiao Han
Nicholas Skeets Hansen
Tonecia Cineé Harvey
Melanie Jill Hash
Mark Alan Hawbaker
Tony Hayes
Casey A. Headrick
Scott Jamieson Hilton
Erin Elizabeth Hines
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Devin Elliot Golden Homme
Nashanay Hopkins
Jue Hou
Justin Hurlburt
Samantha Alexandra Hyles
Angel Ulyses Ibarra
Eric Hardy Imperial
Zoe Isabella Jackson
Laura Jaramillo
Karen Jhanapin
Xiang Ji
Shiyun Jiang
Elizabeth R Johnson
Layla M. Jones
Miko Joy Jones
Kate Juergens
Linda Kang
ShengYao Kang
Reginald Robert Kennedy
Olga Khaykin
Adaline King
Denise Faye M. King
Meaghan Jeanne Kirchner
Erin Swanson Kitten
Cindy Ko
Rosie Krieger
Jessica Ratcliff Kumar
Hanna Kurowski
Carerra Lack
Theresa Jungeun Lee
Andrea Levy
Aubrey Lewis
Howell Lewis
Lun Li
Martin Lieberman
Genova Fabiola Linares
Tiffany Chang Liu
Tatiana Lombana
Elisabeth Long
Tiffany Wing Chung Long
Alexis Marie Lopez
Enrique Lopez
Allison Nicole Lowry
Linda E. Lozoya Villa
Jessica R. Luna
Monika Maria Mabe
Robert Malloy
Ruth Marie Mann
Yanely Marin Santamaria
Rachel E. Marquez
Derick Martin
Marisol Martin
Danielle Nicole Marty
Eleanor Martz Gomez
Montoya Mayo
Aaron McCambridge
Brittany E. McCarthy
Tranée, McDonald
Madeleine Claire McGuire
Ryan Anthony McShane
Daniel Meadow
Julie R. Medina
Nicolle Molina Mendez
Cecilia Meza
Alexander David Miller
Kevin David Miller
Sheena B. Mooroteea
Gabriela A Mosqueda
Mindy Motahari
Jordaine Nelson
Jennifer K. T. Ng
Bao-Tran Nguyen
Khoa John Dang Nguyen
Ebony Nickelberry
Melissa Elizabeth Nino
Ned Nix
Katherine Mary Norkus***
Kurtis Daniel Obispo
Nathaniel Wells Parish
Jaimee Raquel Partida
Katelyn Naminani Patrinos
Kendall Scott Perez
Maureen Perry
Samantha Taylor Pfeiffer
Alexandra Pierce
Mercedes Porter
Cassaundra Michelle Potter
Mary Powell
Carli Presson
Shauna Annette Priest
Amber Bianca Qualls
Elisabeth Aliti Radravu
Emily Riley
Isabel Irene Rios
Evangelina Rios-Luna
Brian Lane Roberts
Donald Rocci
Anthony Alfonzo Rodriguez Jr.
Christopher Roncal
Juliana Denise Rossi
Laura Saenz
Ana Maria Sanchez
Edrena A. Sanders
David John Sanford
Jenny Sar
Kyle Nikko Sasai
Katelyn Sbani
Khara Marie Schmitt
Andrew David Scroggins
Thomas Segura
Danni Shan
Haoyu Shen
Wenjian Sheng
Ryan Matthew Sherwood
Michael Gerbec Sinclaire
Joyann Smith
Joseph Soria
Laura Mae Spellman
Shelby Elizabeth Stanton
McKenzie Marie Stevens
Hallie Ann Stirm
Yixuan Su
Patrick William Sullivan
Chevohn Ella Taleb
Clement Kai-Man Tan
Michelle M. Taylor
Emily Laurel Travis
Kathleen Michelle Trujillo
Katelyn Uhlhorn
Sherri Darlene Ulmer
Blanche Unciano
Heidi M. Valdez
Andrea M. Valencia
Claudia Villegas
Erik von Euw
Karen M. Walden
Ashley Marie Waldera
Arielle L. Walker-Brown
Kimberly Denise Wardally
Allison M. Webb
Kevin Scott Weber
Madge Webster
Matthew West
Teneshia Brianna White
Tyrone E. Wise II
Karl F. Woodmansey
Yifan Wu
Yue Wu
Rebecca Emmie Wunderlich
Christopher Cheng  
Chuan Yang
Nan Yang
Winfield Ye
Paul Yen
Arianna Yepez
Kelli Youngson
Anyaluz Zamost
Chenfan Zhu
Vincent Zipser
Educational Specialist
Jessica Butelo
Christopher A. Hernandez
Gabriela Satvaldiyev
Megan A. Thompson
Doctor of Education
Michael Kenneth Bunch
Shane Patrick Conklin
Heather Christine Dunn Carlton
Jacalyn M. Griffen
Yanan Hu
Katrina Leigh Johnson Leon
Michele Lynn Lahti Tunnell
Yanyan Li
Ting Lyu
Darren Adam Margie
Norma Leticia Nava
Robin Kezirian Perry
Amy C. Peterman
Christina N. Rusk
Allison Ann Silva
Kenneth D. Spencer
Chanthou Thoeun
Melinda A. Westland
Binbin Wu
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Xiaoying Xia
Bing Yan
Hua ZhU
Doctor of Philosophy
Jessica Butelo
Joelle Elizabeth Aud
Kara Zaragoza Pancella
Ella Rose Sargent
Thomas J. Long School 
of Pharmacy and  
Health Sciences
Bachelor of Science 
Speech-Language Pathology
Elizabeth Aguiniga
Margarita Aguiniga*
Cindy Contreras**
Kathleen Elisabeth Lai  
Hoong Dung
Skylar Victoria Edwards**
Alexandra Ezra**
Avenlea Louise Gamble**
Kellie Marie Garcia
Aimee LeeAnn Georguson*
Gina Gerstenberger*
Alejandra Paola Gil
Jasmine Kaur Gill*
Jessica Gonzales**
Rojin Hashemi
Kacy Herald***
Emily Hung
Zobia Rafaqat Khan
Karina Yvonne Martinez
Grace McManus
Stephanie Marie Medrano
Kristina Meyer***
Katherine Moon
Jessica B. Murga
Kate Phoebe O’Donnell***
Rizzle Anne Querida
Holly Ann Romero
Samantha Marie Soto*
Daniel J. Stephens*
Kay Wang***
Lauren Rochelle Williams**
Bachelor of Arts 
Applied Science
Sam J. Abid III
Justin Taylor Bachman
Jenny Anoush Balabanian
Michelle Thu-Anh Bui
Christine Cao
Amanda Chan
Jaclyn Michelle Chang
May Chen
Michael Ethan Cheung
Sarah Megan Chiu
Joanne Cho
Jin A. Choi
William Woohyun Choi
Jacklyn Elizabeth Chong
Hee Jae Chung
Gregory Paul Dimont
George Do
Thuydan Do
Jennifer Linh Doan
Derek Norman Fong
Jennifer Keiko Fong
Michelle N. Ha
Elise Yukari Hara
Sophie Hoang
Tina Thao Hodac
Maggie S. Huang
Tiffany Angela Huang
Jason Hung
Jennifer Im
Jessica Kim
Joseph Kim
Lisa Lam
Lauren Lynn Lawson
Christina Kim Le
Andy S. Lee
Samantha Lin
Ting Chia (Tina) Liu
Cynthia My Hang Ly
Jeffrey Mach
Jessica Ariel Mah
Beeta Mahdavi
Hasna Manghi
Jamie Lynn Mangseth
Yoon Je Nam
Mike Ng
Elaine Hong Nguyen
Nicole Nguyen
Tinh An Nguyen
Vickie Bao Nhi Nguyen
Andrew Occiano
Daniela Ayame Okino
Kayla Sunhee Pang
Michelle Park
Utsav J. Patel
Alice Y. Peng
Jenny Yen Pham
Fadi Mohammad Qader
Anthony Tuan Quach
Tiffany Amber Riley
Kelly Nicole Sams
David Luke Sasaki
Sarah Shin
Tasvir K. Singh
Bo Hyung Song
Alison Thai Tang
Alvin Shian Trinh
Alexandra Linh Tu
Kimberly Vo
Nicholas Ngoc-Tuan Vu
James Hunter Wall
Anita Wang
Alyssa Imi Yasuda
Karin Susan Zepf
Master of Science 
Speech-Language Pathology
Sabah Ali
Lisa Bjorback
Lisa Bushway
Christina Bavaro Colombo
Rebecca Decarlo
Morgan Grace Dufresne
Rachel E. Glass
Emily Jean Holmstedt
Mia Huston-Carico
Maria E. Jackson
Erin Marika Jefferson
Kimberly Michelle Kamada
Claire Anne LaBerge
Brianna Morgan Lampe
Gloria Yahui Lee
Grace Lauren Pramuk***
Brianna Riberal
Brooke Mignon Richardson***
Diana Rose Ridoloso**
Teresa Ro
Susana Sandoval Rios**
Ashley Schoonover
Colleen Sheh
Karen Marion Soltow
Cassandra Hoa Lai Wong
Talia Lisann Yates
Yvette Vidriales Young
Master of Science 
Pharmaceutical and 
Chemical Sciences
Karthik Chalam Kondepudi
Prathyusha Naidu
Karthik Reddy Patlolla
Naresh Kumar Reddy Vutukuru
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Hailey Elise Aikins
Andrew J. Bagdasarian
Arthur Jan Bince Basa
Steven Glenn Carmack II
Pete Charukesnant
Kyle Regan Clark
Dinah Marianna Compton
Jared Rudolph Descoteaux
Michael Robert Dessel
Rachel Marie Eng
Renée Christine Fini
Tatyana Formuzal
Faith Alexandra  
Grochau-Wright
Allen Herinckx
Shanna Marie Herman
Loretta Jean Hewitt
Mitchell Wilhelmus  
Henricus Holtkamp
Janelle Cecilia Howell
Megan Curtis Jackson
Steven James Yee Jew
Meiying Lam
Lawrence D. Lee
Johnny Ly
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Adam Michael Matichak
Shari Toki Matsuura
Kelly Leah Perryman
Dane Jeffrey Peterson
Sara Marie Reis
Katherine Alexander Samstag
Greggory K. Stevens
Vincent Morelos Villalon
Scott Brendan Warner
Michael James Whipple
Mauriana Wilcox
Lindsay Marie Wilson
Christopher Ross Wolfinger
Doctor of Pharmacy
Sam J. Abid III
Orhi Aprim Amino
Wafaa Emad Araim
Mihret Kifle Argaw**
Justin Taylor Bachman**
Lovedeep Bains
Jenny Anoush Balabanian
Urdujalyn Drapeza Banales
Michelle Thu-Anh Bui
Pascal Phan Bui
Hieu Tran Buu
Sofia Amber Campos
Christine Cao**
Ricardo Carrillo
Ranjeeta Kaur Chadha
Amanda Chan
Brandon Tak Ming Chan
Justin Michael Chan
Jaclyn Michelle Chang*
Jessica T. Chang
Lawrence Yuan-Pu Chang
May Chen
Michael Ethan Cheung
Molly Chiah
Larissa Lee Childers
Sarah Megan Chiu
Joanne Cho
Christine Jeeun Choi
Laura Choi
William Woohyun Choi
Jacklyn Elizabeth Chong**
Sean J. Chow**
Jonathan Choy
Hee Jae Chung
Kristin Dang
Phillip Duc Dao
Gregory Paul Dimont
George Do
Thuydan Do
Jennifer Linh Doan
Amy Elise Dollbaum
Keiko Kelsey Duncan
Allison Loan Anh Thi Duong
Christine Marie Dupic
Ramoeil Eilyazadeh Moushabad
Ruth Jamie Cruz Encarnacion
Julia Ellen Fedorova
Ryan Scott Fedrizzi**
Biyan Feng
Derek Norman Fong*
Jennifer Keiko Fong
Stacie Geng Lu Gao
Jordan Michael Gettman**
Hamed Goulla
Alejandro B. Guan
Megan Elizabeth Gulley
Michelle N. Ha
Elise Yukari Hara*
Michael Tsutomu Hironaka
Sophie Hoang**
Tina Thao Hodac
Sevak Hovagimyan
Samuel Hua
Maggie S. Huang
Jason Hung
Glen Adams Huynh
Tamlyn Ige
Jennifer Im***
Stephanie Rita Kattoula
Ravneet Kaur
Jessica Kim
Joseph Kim
Soong Ha Kim
Tina Victoria Kwan
Julie La
Lisa Lam
Lauren Lynn Lawson
Christina Kim Le*
Kimmie Phung Le
Hyungsuk James Lee
Ji Sun Lee
Kayee Lee
Patrick S. Lee**
Rikki Jonathan Lee*
Jenny Leung
Yifeng Li**
Bryan Lian
Judy Chu-Ti Lin*
Samantha Lin
Melinda Marie Litten***
Ting Chia (Tina) Liu
Lauren K. London
Carol Luu
Cynthia My Hang Ly
Jason Ly
Katrina Ly
Randy Ly
Truman Ly
Jeffrey Mach
Stacey Madronio
Jeremy Paul Maganito
Jessica Ariel Mah
Beeta Mahdavi
Hasna Manghi**
Jamie Lynn Mangseth
Kristine Meilon Markham
Alison Michele Matias
Gregory Philip Matsumura
Marcus William Mellberg*
Ashley Marie Mendoza
Hue Theng Moua
Jacob Kurt Myint
Saranpreet Nagra
Yoon Je Nam
Jenny Ng
Mike Ng**
Katherine Phuong Linh Ngo
Elaine Hong Nguyen
Hoang Nhat Nguyen
Michelle Thanh Nguyen
Nhu Quynh Nguyen*
Nicole Nguyen
Thai-Son H. Nguyen
Tinh An Nguyen
Vickie Bao Nhi Nguyen
Victoria Thi Nguyen
Andrew Occiano
Daniela Ayame Okino
Matthew Ralph Paliughi*
Kayla Sunhee Pang
Kyunghwa Park*
Michelle Park
Nilam M. Patel*
Utsav J. Patel
Susan Peera
Alice Y. Peng*
Colton Pfister
Jenny Yen Pham
Alan T. Phan
Huy Duy Phan
Ronald S. Prasad
Fadi Mohammad Qader
Anthony Tuan Quach
Shannon Radbill**
Martina Lynn Rigmaiden
Tiffany Amber Riley
Shida Salehi
Kelly Nicole Sams
David Luke Sasaki
Ashley Brooke Savio
Andrew Seong
Sarah Shin
Alanna Sing**
Tasvir K. Singh*
Michelle Grace Singson
Beckie Siu***
Frank Seok Min Son Jr.
Bo Hyung Song*
Derek Koji Sugiyama
Kathryn Elaine Suko**
Sarah Sung*
Joshua Kwok-Wai Tai
Alyssa Tamura*
Alison Thai Tang
Jack M. Tang
Charisus Tay
Kirk John Tilley
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Timothy Tong
Casey Thi Tran
Loan Kim Thi Tran
Tiffany Trinh Truong
Alexandra Linh Tu***
Kinh Van Tu
Kimberly Vo
Nicholas Ngoc-Tuan Vu
James Hunter Wall
Anita Wang**
Skylar Reed Warthen
John Zonghe Wei
Jennifer Katherine Wen
Elizabeth Wilson*
Meilin May Wong
Tiffany Alina Wong
Robert John Xiong
Alyssa Imi Yasuda
Stephanie Yu
Karin Susan Zepf
Huizhen Zhai
Yi Le Zhen*
Xuejing Zheng
Sanaz Ziad
Doctor of Philosophy 
Pharmaceutical and  
Chemical Sciences 
Sravan Chand Penchala
Dan Su 
School of Engineering 
and Computer Science
Bachelor of Science  
in Bioengineering
Joshua Caesar  
Fernandez Arucan
Jujhar Singh Bedi
Brandon David Bell
Amy Lynn Bolme
Erin Noelle Boongaling
Chase William Crimmins**
Tyler M. Fraser
Bradley T. Y. K. Hirayama
Thi-Vu Van Huynh
Davin Kaing
Tiffany Hiu-Ming Lee
Matthew Mannshardt
Akhil Patel
Kylee Schesser
Cameron Shields*
Gregory James Trenk
Niel Andre Walker
Muhammad Waqas**
Bachelor of Science  
in Civil Engineering
Melayne Simone Alexander
Yousef Hussain Alkhamis
Abdulla Alolayan
Sierra Melinda Brandt**
Robert Earl Carter III
Giles Fandio Domkam
Ryan Robert Gleave**
Jason Yuk-Wah Jung
Chad M. Kumabe
Thomas Edward Livensparger
Hayley Ann Palilla*
Ryan Scheiderer
Georgia Anne te Velde
Ryan Andrew  
Azevedo Teixeira**
Susana Valencia
Ryan Christopher Ward
Bachelor of Science  
in Computer Engineering
Connor Maxwell Clarke
David D. De La Vega
Karla P. Duran**
Tyler Fernandez
Kelvin B. Flores
Craig Anthony Goble
Jose Cristobal Godinez Avina
Joseph Dillon Grant*
Viseith Kao Le
Gregory Lehr-Milberg
Mohammad AAA Meraj
Taylor Reece Morlan
Alexander Konold Murray
Taylor Peter Osterchrist
Tanner Shephard**
Thomas Snider
Francisco Tapia Martinez
Bachelor of Science 
Computer Science 
Tyler Anderson
Diego Andrade
Jessica Abigail Apfel
Jose Manuel Ayala
Marcus E. Barnes
Bren Codie Atayan Belen*
Micah Daniel Byerly
Ryan W. Cabrera
Deana Maria Ceja
Chun (Joe) Cho
Cameron Mitchell Cowan*
Steven John Feltner
Alexander Flores
Cameron J. Franke
Justin Gahan Gibbs
Caitlin Hamada**
Logan Herche***
John Francis Kaehler
Edward B. Kim
William Andrew Lemley
Christopher James Liu
Jacob Macmillan**
Andrew Jesus Mora
Michael Morelli
Brianna Prebilic Cole***
Lukas Anari Rickard***
Gary R. Roberts Jr.
Matthew Kenneth Schafer*
Jack Shih
Khanjan Sompura
Brendan Michael Soper*
Neha Tammana
Kenneth P. Thompson
Rebecca Marie Tuttle
Daniel Kiei Urabe*
Jared Weiler
Jonathan Wummer
Lavern Zhang*
Yunpeng Zhang
Bachelor of Science  
in Electrical Engineering
Mike Carroll
Justin T. Danaher
Christopher Charles Geeter**
Abdulrahman Ghuloum
Zahi Paul Hakim***
Daniel Paul Herink***
Hassan Safi Jahami**
Mustafa Mohamad Manah**
Viet Huy Nguyen**
Izham Shahrif Reger
Jacquelin Rodriguez
Jenny Sem
Seung Ki Song
Kenneth James Terzi
Alec Julian Tong
Kyle Patrick Ugale
Christian Fernando Vera
Niel Andre Walker
Timothy William 
Weatherwax**
Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering Management
Marlon Anthonee  
Osio Aumentado
Claire Elizabeth Conricode
Cameron Crocker
Michael Dillard
Jack N. Dwyer
Nigel Ray Goodwin
Sammer Mitri
Alaina Diane Rossi
Ravneet Singh Sahi
Michael John Tacchella
Jordan Noel Verduzco
Ashley Diane Watanabe**
Bachelor of Science  
in Engineering Physics
Byrne Blackwell Belden*
Antonio Rafael  
Calderon-Jacobo**
Kainoa Alika Calistro-Allen
Jason Forslin
Thomas Peter Vogel*
Bachelor of Science  
in Mechanical Engineering
Emanuel Abarca
Benjamin Aguilar**
Fahad Almenai
Abdulmohsen Y A A E Alshaiji**
Colby Christopher Anama**
Hannah Bettencourt**
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Molly Bettencourt*
Andrew Jeremy Bose**
Jesse Chen
Garret Province Close
Ranjot Singh Dhaliwal
Trevor Brian Doom
Sean Ferguson
Zachary M. Gase
Oscar William Gerstenberger
Lee Graham
Maxwell Hallmark
Grace Aiko Hamann
Julio Andres Hernandez**
Austin Gregory Jarvis
Selena Dawn Kaffer**
Vincent G Lavaroni
Daniel Lee
Anthony Charles Leonetti*
Kevin Benjamin Leong*
Katelyn Nicole Liege
Owen Curtis Lincoln***
Felix Alberto Maravillas
Alexandros-Farokh  
Castañeda Maroufkhani
Armand Matossian
Kristena Machado Moules
Michael Nickel**
Zoie Marie Oberg*
Christopher J. Pallios
Scharlyce J. Powell
Joshua Arieh Saltsman
Dylan Anthony Saracco**
Stephen Manuel Siu
Sultan Stefan Soezeri
Grant James Somerville
Richard Albert Tam Jr.
William Joseph Tredennick
Joshua D. Tunquist
Henry Antonio Velasquez
Jonathan Wagenet***
Alexander James Walker
Jeremy James Wood
Curtis Takashi Yamanaka
Master of Science  
in Engineering Science
Colby Christopher Anama
Jose Manuel Ayala
Andrew Jeremy Bose
Andrew Harris Brazil
Antonio Rafael Calderon-Jacobo
Bao Cha
Jesse Chen
Benjamin Clifton Chou
Cameron Mitchell Cowan
David D. De La Vega
Ranjot Singh Dhaliwal
Dylan Gustavo Dibble
Karla P. Duran
Edward Escamilla
Omar Eshmawi
Steven John Feltner
Zachary M. Gase
Justin Gahan Gibbs
Evan Douglas Barr Glick
Jose Cristobal Godinez Avina
Benjamin Lewis Grafius
Logan Herche
Julio Andres Hernandez
James Dion Hightower
Jason Yuk-Wah Jung
Selena Dawn Kaffer
Vincent G. Lavaroni
Ji Yeon Lee
Gregory Lehr-Milberg
Anthony Charles Leonetti
Xinxin Li
Owen Curtis Lincoln
Christopher James Liu
Felix Alberto Maravillas
Alexandros-Farokh  
Castañeda Maroufkhani
Sammer Mitri
Michael Morelli
Marcus A. Moreno
Kristena Machado Moules
Alexander Konold Murray
Brendan Patrick Nichols
Michael Nickel
Rose Nish
Jason O’Reilly
Zoie Marie Oberg
Amanveer Pamma
Joshua Arieh Saltsman
Dylan Anthony Saracco
Matthew Kenneth Schafer
Ryan Scheiderer
William Joseph Tredennick
Mehal B. Vitthal
David A. Waldbauer
Xueying Wang
Eberhardt  
School of Business
Bachelor of Science  
in Business Administration
Ulysses Aguilar
Daniel Alameh*
Ali Noor Al-Deen Al-Ansari
Hussain Sabri Alawami
Rabia Albazei
Mohammad Aldhubaiban
Abdulrahman Algesair
Khalid Abdulmohsin M. 
Algesair
Hajaj Farej Alshammari
Saad Saleh Alshehri
Alejandra Alvarez
Michael Joseph Aly
Justin Dean Andrews
Shayda Ansari
Mario Arreguin Jr.
Joshua Mitchell Arreola
Kyaw Kyaw Aung
Yar Zar Aung
Shanon Marie Barth*
Michael Benson
Jamie William Bent
Connor Drew Bitzer
Kellen Eric Brower
Lexa Maciel Buerer*
Erin Butler
Joseph Jordan Carmona
Isaac Castro
Amanda Catherine Cendejas**
Kevin Y. Chan
Melissa Ashley Cheek
Daniel Chen
Wei Shing Chen*
Andy Leng Chi
Sarah M. Cobarrubias
Jonathan Daniel Collins
Cara Mackenzie Cross
Michael Woolery Delgado
Ruihan Dong
Ryan Weng Yin Dong
Brennan Alissa Doyle
Jesus Antonio Duran
Gabrielle Sheri Eik
Christiana Elise Ferrari
William Christopher Finley
Sarah Elizabeth Fleming-Diaz
Alexandra Ford
Joshua Roland Fournier
Rythem Gauba
Uttamlin Singh Gill
Daniel Joseph Giovinazzo
Rolando Godínez Aviña
Mitchell Guillen
Andrew Harris
Christine Hatch*
Ahmad N Hayat
Mai Chong Her
Momori Hirabayashi*
Manh Ho
Kyle Takeo Honda
Brandon C. Hughes
Maximillian Huston
Jaycee Jorden Kaiser
Kirk Kappelhoff*
Amanda Josephine Karkar
Mushel Fatima Kazmi***
Taryn Kelly
Amir Khan
Dina Sherif Khattab
Elizabeth Marie Kurrell
Krisztian Laczkovics*
Lok Tin Calvin Lai
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Eilleen Le
Matthew James Lee
Thomas Levy
Licheng Li
Xiao Di Li
Nannan Lin
Sheng Liu (Leo)
Bryce Lombardi
Dawei Lu
Timothy Luk Chan Lok*
Samuel Lum
Seungjae Maeng
Maira Martinez
Gary Allen Meier
Christian Mercolini
Jeanette Meza
Alex Dz Nguyen
Lindsey Susan Nielson*
Sarah Pauline Nitschke
Kristi Lynn Norman
Joanne Ochoa Alvarez
Paije Mikaylin Ortega
Edgar Toledo Pantoja
Malea Parcasio-Eshelman
Colten Jacob Passey
Thomas Jerome Peters*
Aleksandar Petrovic
Pham Anh Tu (Lukas)**
Junhe Piao
Andrew Duane Qualls*
Cesar Ramirez
Yvette Ramirez
Neil Joseph Reiher
Kali Janel Roberts
Kyle Brandon Roberts**
Rachel Hoyt Robichaux
Jarret Thomas Sackman
Ahmed Saif Saleh
Sherie Salomonsson
James Trevor Sarmento
Clay Edward Smith
Jessica Rachael Tam*
Jordan Tang*
Megan Michelle Torre
Jennifer Touma***
Jesus Vega***
Zachary Carlos Venegas
Mark Anthony Votaw
Hoang Nhu Vu
Wanqing Wang
Jugraj Waraich
Serena Welch
Kevin Wong**
Kristen Nicole Wong
John David Yonke*
Lauren Young
Yibo Yu
Sijing Zhang
Xiaoqing Zhang
Tuobing Zhao
Yazheng Zhao
Bachelor of Science  
in Accounting
Alice Scarlett Baker**
Sanam Chaudhry
Shelly Chen
Brian Cheung
Daniel Enas*
Gladys A. Gamino
Jeffery Gillaspy
James D. Glover
Kong Tia Her
Junaid Khan
Yangchengsi Li*
Linda Ma**
Juan I. Maciel
Kevin Murphy***
Douglas Phan
Ryan C. Pitz
Brandon E. Presswood
Tuyet Thi Vo**
Dual Bachelor of Accounting 
and Masters of Accounting 
Alice Scarlett Baker**
Sanam Chaudhry
Shelly Chen
Brian Cheung
Daniel Enas*
Gladys A. Gamino
Jeffery Gillaspy
James D. Glover
Junaid Khan
Yangchengsi Li*
Linda Ma**
Juan I. Maciel
Kevin Murphy***
Douglas Phan
Ryan C. Pitz
Brandon E. Presswood
Tuyet Thi Vo**
Master of Accounting
Ahtif J. Akhtar
Sangeet Bains
Emily R. Orr
Master of Business 
Administration
Shahad Abdulkarim A Alsehli
Christine Cao
Kristin Dang
Biyan Feng
Mario Gino Giannecchini
Sophie Hoang
Amit Lal
Hien Thuc Quang*
Joshua Kwok-Wai Tai
School of International 
Studies
Bachelor of Arts
Katherine Abraham
Carrie Lei Balthrop
Miah Brouhard
Joseph Lawrence Butler
Alissa Paulina Campos Cubillas
Gabriela A. Fernandez Garibay
Kate Antonia Fisher**
Vanessa Carolina Fuentes**
Camorah Quinn King*
Laurel Glyn Klafehn**
Samantha Kong*
Christian Mercolini
Megan Elizabeth Phelps*
James Albert Phillips
Cameron Payne Sawyer
Vidal Yanez
Master of Arts
Mafalda Arias
Charlene Louise Ball
Desiree Beauchamp
Heather Elisa Powell Browne
Jill Marie Chesley
Nathan Distelhorst
Jon Ryan Dujmovich
Carrie Lynn Enroth
Wendy D. Fehlner
Nancy L. Foote Monroe
Astrid Dawnne Jones
Eric Newton
Bernice Marie Nisbett
Lori Michele Parish
Michelle M. Taylor-Posey
Karen Marie Trémel
Leslie Anne Weigl
Addison Elizabeth Welsh
*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
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Three new cluster colleges were established at Pacific in the 
1960s, in the model of British universities such as Oxford and 
Cambridge. These colleges integrated faculty and students into 
distinct living and learning communities. Raymond College, 
established in 1962, was an accelerated, interdisciplinary liberal 
arts program in which students shaped their own courses of 
study. Elbert Covell College, established in 1963, was a unique 
inter-American college. Half the students were from the U.S. 
and half from Latin America, with classes taught in Spanish. 
Callison College, established in 1967, focused on non-Western 
studies with a year of study in an Asian culture. 
The cluster colleges were absorbed into the rest of the university  
in 1982. Their values, including a close-knit learning community,  
accelerated and interdisciplinary programs, and self-designed 
majors, have left a lasting impact on Pacific. Their emphasis on  
global education continued in the School of International Studies, 
founded in 1987 as the first university-based undergraduate 
school of international studies in California. In 2012, the School  
of International Studies, while retaining its autonomy as a school, 
became part of the College of the Pacific.
In 1966, Pacific broadened its footprint to Sacramento when 
McGeorge College of Law, an independent law school founded 
in Sacramento in 1924, merged with the university as the Pacific 
McGeorge School of Law. In 1977, the department of business 
administration in College of the Pacific was reorganized as the  
School of Business and Public Administration. In 1995 it was  
renamed Eberhardt School of Business in honor of the Eberhardt 
family’s endowed gifts. Programs designed specifically for adult 
re-entry students were reorganized and revitalized in 1985 
through University College, now the Center for Professional 
and Continuing Education.
Over the last 20 years, Pacific has advanced its legacy of 
innovation and leadership. Under the leadership of President 
Donald V. DeRosa (1995–2009), the university invested more 
than $200 million in facilities renovation and construction 
projects on all three campuses. Pacific also increased distinctive 
accelerated programs that enabled students to complete 
undergraduate studies in combination with professional degrees 
in pharmacy, law, dentistry and business. The university 
intensified its commitment to experiential learning, including 
Pacific undergraduate research, internships, community service 
and education abroad. Pacific also launched the Brubeck Institute, 
dedicated to building on the legacy of Dave Brubeck ’42, and 
PROFILE OF PACIFIC
University of the Pacific is an independent, coeducational 
university serving nearly 6,300 students on three campuses in 
Stockton, San Francisco and Sacramento. It was established 
by pioneering Methodist ministers in 1851 as California’s first 
chartered institution of higher learning. Pacific has earned 
widespread recognition for its deep commitment to teaching 
and learning, its history of innovation, and the accomplishments 
of its 60,000 alumni.
As an innovator and leader in higher education, Pacific provided 
the state with its first chartered medical school in 1858 (which 
later became part of Stanford, and today is California Pacific 
Medical Center); its first coeducational campus in 1871; and its 
first conservatory of music in 1878. It was the nation’s first to 
offer an undergraduate teacher corps program, the first to send 
an entire class to an overseas campus, the first to establish a 
Spanish-speaking inter-American college, and the first to offer 
a four-year graduation guarantee. With its move from San Jose 
to Stockton in 1924, Pacific became the first private four-year 
university in the Central Valley. Shortly after occupying the new 
campus, Pacific established one of California’s earliest schools of 
education. In 1992 it was renamed the Gladys L. Benerd School 
of Education in honor of the alumna’s endowed gift.
Pacific has enjoyed extraordinary stability in administration. 
Dr. Pamela A. Eibeck began her service in 2009 as the sixth 
president since the university’s move to Stockton in 1924 and 
the 24th since its founding in 1851.
The university experienced its greatest growth and an expansion  
into graduate and professional education under the administration 
of Dr. Robert Burns (1947–1971). The School of Pharmacy opened 
in 1955. It is now the Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and 
Health Sciences in honor of the Pacific benefactor and Regent 
who co-founded the former Longs Drugs Stores. In 1956 the  
graduate school was created, and in 1957 the School of Engineering 
was established. The Department of Computer Science joined 
the school in 2002, and the school was subsequently renamed 
the School of Engineering and Computer Science.
In 1962, the university acquired the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons, a school of dentistry founded in San Francisco in 
1896. In 2004, the school was named the Arthur A. Dugoni 
School of Dentistry in honor of its dean of 28 years. It was the 
first time any university in the United States or Canada had 
named its dental school for the current dean.
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the Powell Scholars Program, a premier scholarship program for 
undergraduate student leaders.
Under the stewardship of Pacific’s current president, Pamela A.  
Eibeck, Pacific is expanding its presence in Sacramento and  
San Francisco and implementing a bold new strategic vision, 
Pacific 2020. This vision capitalizes on Pacific’s highly regarded  
academic programs, formative student-teacher relationships and  
multiple locations to position University of the Pacific to become  
the best teaching-focused university in California — the first 
choice for talented students who want excellent programs, close 
working relationships with faculty, a challenging but supportive 
learning environment, and an exciting future after graduation. 
In 2013, the university received a transformational gift of  
$125 million from the estate of the late Regents Robert and 
Jeannette Powell. The Powells were ardent champions of the 
university’s educational mission, and great advocates for access 
and excellence. In accordance with their wishes, their gift has 
been endowed and earmarked largely for scholarships and 
academic programs. A large portion of the gift is being used to 
encourage others to make endowment gifts through the Powell 
Match Program. Our donors’ generosity and passion for Pacific 
will mean that generations of students will be able to achieve a 
superior education.
Pacific is leveraging its presence in three of Northern California’s 
most prominent cities. In July 2014, the university opened a 
stunning new campus in San Francisco at 155 Fifth Street.  
The campus provides the requisite space and facilities for the 
Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry to continue defining the  
frontiers of dental education. It also expands Pacific’s educational 
footprint and visibility in San Francisco in the health, technology 
and arts and culture sectors. New academic programs in analytics, 
audiology, music therapy and food studies began in fall 2015, 
and additional new programs will be added in the coming years. 
Pacific’s Sacramento Campus is also expanding, offering exciting 
academic programs at the intersection of law, policy, business, 
education and health. Anchored by the McGeorge School of Law,  
the campus is adding graduate academic programs keyed to the  
needs of a metropolitan region, charting a bold future. A Master of 
Science in Law degree is now available through the McGeorge 
School of Law. New graduate programs in business and education 
launched in 2015 and new graduate programs in public policy 
and public administration, physician assistant studies and 
analytics will begin in 2016 and 2017. 
President Eibeck has made community engagement a priority 
for the university. In 2010, Pacific launched the “Beyond Our 
Gates…Into the Community” initiative in order to forge 
community partnerships that improve lives in our region. As 
part of Beyond Our Gates, some 50 community partners have 
united in an effort to improve early literacy. The Beyond Our 
Gates Reading by Third campaign recently received a grant 
from The James Irvine Foundation to strengthen early literacy 
programs in the San Joaquin Valley, while the Beyond Our 
Gates Community Council, an advisory board comprising 
local leaders, has garnered national attention. Through the 
work of the council, San Joaquin County has been designated 
a Community Pacesetter in the area of early literacy by the 
Campaign for Grade-Level Reading. San Joaquin County has 
also been named a GradNation Community by the America’s 
Promise Alliance in recognition of efforts to increase high 
school graduation rates. 
Pacific’s schools and programs also serve the community in 
important ways through health and dental clinics, legal clinics and  
community service. In the 2014–15 academic year, the Arthur A.  
Dugoni School of Dentistry provided $10 million in uncompensated 
dental care to patients; students at the Thomas J. Long School of 
Pharmacy and Health Sciences volunteered an estimated 30,000 
hours to provide health-related services to the community; the 
McGeorge School of Law legal clinics provided free services 
to hundreds of clients; and student volunteers on the Stockton 
Campus gave more than 7,600 hours of community service. 
On July 1, 2013, University of the Pacific rejoined the West Coast 
Conference. A founding member of the conference, Pacific shares  
its sister institutions’ long tradition in intercollegiate athletics and 
their dedication to high-quality academics and athletic success.
Pacific continues to enjoy national recognition for its leadership 
in higher education, consistently ranked among the best national 
universities and as a “Best Value” by U.S. News & World Report and 
Princeton Review. U.S. News also ranks Pacific very high (No.15)  
for ethnic diversity. The Economist and The Brookings Institution 
have ranked Pacific the No. 3 best value college or university in 
California. It is among the top 10 schools in the nation whose 
graduates exceed expected earnings, according to an analysis by  
the Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce. 
The university remains deeply committed to its personal, student-
centered approach. Faculty and staff are dedicated to excellence 
in teaching. Close faculty mentoring, a rich blend of liberal arts 
and professional education, and a broad array of experiential 
learning activities that prepare students for lasting achievement 
are hallmarks of the Pacific experience.
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SCHOOL AND  
COLLEGE BANNERS
School and college banners signifying each of the academic 
units of the University precede a unit’s faculty in the procession  
and are displayed during the ceremony. The color of the banner 
symbolizes the academic discipline.
College of the Pacific — The golden yellow field of this 
banner represents the sciences, while the white letters signify the 
arts and humanities. Founded in 1851, the College of the Pacific 
is the largest and oldest academic unit.
University Library — This banner’s lemon-yellow color 
represents the library sciences. The Library has supported  
teaching, learning and scholarship since Pacific’s founding in 
1851. It is home to many special collections, including the  
papers of naturalist John Muir and musician Dave Brubeck.
Conservatory of Music — The tradition of representing 
music with the color pink originated at Oxford University. Pacific’s 
Conservatory, established in 1878, is the first university- 
affiliated school of music in the West.
Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry — The lilac 
color of dentistry forms the field for this banner. Founded in 
1896 as the College of Physicians and Surgeons, the School  
became part of the University in 1962. It is named in honor of the 
alumnus who served as dean of the school from 1978 to 2006.
Pacific McGeorge School of Law — Purple, a color  
traditionally associated with royalty and governance, represents 
the law. Named in honor of its founder, Verne Adrian McGeorge, 
the School opened in 1924 and merged with Pacific in 1966.
Gladys L. Benerd School of Education — The light 
blue field signifies disciplines related to education. The School  
is named in honor of the distinguished alumna who bequeathed 
the school with an endowment. It was founded in 1924 when 
the University moved to Stockton.
Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and  
Health Sciences — Pharmacy is represented by olive green, 
a color associated with healing herbs. The School, established 
in 1955, is named for the benefactor and Regent who, with his 
brother Joseph, founded Longs Drugs Stores.
Research and Graduate Studies — Red-orange signifies 
this division, which was established in 1956 as Pacific expanded 
its graduate degree offerings.
School of Engineering and Computer Science —  
This banner’s orange represents the engineering and computer 
science disciplines. The School was founded in 1957 from a 
department that dates to the 1930s.
Eberhardt School of Business — The School’s banner 
features an olive brown field. Founded in 1977, the School  
was renamed in 1995 in honor of the Eberhardt Family’s  
endowed gifts.
School of International Studies — Peacock blue 
symbolizes the field of international studies. The School was 
established in 1987 with a gift from George and Isabelle Wilson.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF 
ACADEMIC REGALIA
Distinctive academic dress can be traced back to the universities 
of the Middle Ages when university students and faculty  
wore the robes of the clergy. Today three ranks of degrees are 
distinguished through variations in the robes, which also indicate 
the discipline and the university that awarded the degree. 
In the United States, gowns generally are black. The color of 
the edging of the hood and occasionally the color of the facing 
and crossbars on the doctoral gown indicate the field of learning 
in which the degree is awarded. The colors of the lining of the 
hood are those of the institution awarding the degree. Generally, 
bachelor’s and master’s tassels are black, and doctoral tassels are 
gold. After graduation the tassel is worn on the left side of the 
Mortarboard. An individual’s degree is revealed by the type of 
gown and width of the edging on the hood. 
Bachelor’s gowns have full, pointed sleeves with no trimming. 
Hoods have a two-inch edging. Master’s gowns prior to 1960 had full, 
closed sleeves with the arm emerging through a slit at the elbow. 
In 1960, the gown was modified replacing the elbow slit with an 
opening at the wrist, and the gown was made to close. Hoods 
have a three-inch edging. Doctor’s gowns are of silk, have rounded  
sleeves, velvet facing down the front and three velvet crossbars 
on each sleeve. Hoods have side panels and a five-inch facing.
HISTORICAL 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 
UNIVERSITY MACE
Originally a weapon used in medieval warfare, the mace evolved 
by the 12th century into a symbolic device used on ceremonial 
occasions and borne before monarchs, mayors and parliaments. 
The mace, as an academic symbol, dates back to the 15th century 
at the University of St. Andrews in Scotland. The use of maces 
as symbols of academic authority spread to other universities in 
the British Isles and from there to America.
Robert E. Burns, Pacific president from 1946 to 1971, asked 
Stuart Devlin, an internationally-known London silver designer, 
to create University of the Pacific’s mace. It was commissioned 
in recognition of the University’s transition from a college to 
a university and was first used at a Founders Day ceremony 
on March 6, 1966. Constructed entirely of silver with a gold 
plated seal of the University in its head, the mace weighs 15 
pounds and is approximately four feet long. It was a gift from 
Mrs. Winifred Olson Raney, a Regent of the University. The 
mace is displayed at all official University functions, including 
Commencement and Convocation. It is traditionally carried by 
the chair of the Academic Council to symbolize the role of the 
faculty in university governance.
Pacific Hail!
Words and Music by  
Lois Warner Winston ’23, ’58
From o’er the rugged mountains  
standing high;
From out the broad low valleys,  
’neath the sky;
Our alma mater calls, we cannot fail,
Our voices blend in praise, 
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!
 
Long may her flaming torch give out its light;
Long may her spirit guide us in the right;
To her we pledge our hearts,  
We dare not fail;
To her we raise our song,
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!
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